Learning a robust shared representation space is critical for effective multimedia retrieval, and is increasingly important as multimodal data grows in volume and diversity. The labeled datasets necessary for learning such a space are limited in size and also in coverage of semantic concepts. These limitations constrain performance: a shared representation learned on one dataset may not generalize well to another. We address this issue by building on the insight that, given limited data, it is easier to optimize the semantic structure of a space within a modality, than across modalities. We propose a two-stage shared representation learning framework with intra-modal optimization and subsequent cross-modal transfer learning of semantic structure that produces a robust shared representation space. We integrate multi-task learning into each step, making it possible to leverage multiple datasets, annotated with different concepts, as if they were one large dataset. Large-scale systematic experiments demonstrate improvements over previously reported state-ofthe-art methods on cross-modal retrieval tasks.
INTRODUCTION
Cross-modal representation learning utilizes semantic correlation among multiple modalities in multiple datasets (e.g., containing videos, images, and text). Cross-modal retrieval between image and text modalities have been studied extensively [1, 2, 3, 4] and video-text cross-modal retrieval has recently become a hot research topic [5, 6, 7, 8] . These approaches try to learn projections of data of different modalities into a shared space. This space simplifies retrieval because cross-modal similarity is calculated as the similarity between shared representations.
Cross-modal representation learning leverages semantic correlation among multiple modalities, hence the quality of alignment in the dataset is crucial. However, the alignment between different modalities in multimodal datasets is often imperfect. For instance, sentences describing an image, often do not convey a complete 'picture' of the image; some elements of the image may be missing in the annotations, and some annotations may fail to be well-represented in the image. These issues can occur even when expert annotators attempt to formulate sentences that capture image content as fully as possible.
The lack of truly large-scale aligned, multimodal datasets presents a further challenge. Models for learning cross-modal representations are often trained and evaluated on labeled datasets that are small, in either the number of data samples that they contain, the number of semantic labels that they cover, or both. In such cases, the model that is learned can easily overfit to one specific dataset that was used to train it. Such a model would be limited in its ability to generalize, since fine-tuning the model to another domain would cause it to lose the structure of the original space. The high-cost of annotating aligned, cross-modal datasets makes it unlikely that the problem of limited data availability will be solved anytime soon.
In order to address these issues, we propose, in this paper, a two-stage shared representation space optimization strategy. Under our strategy, the semantic space of each modality is first optimized individually. This intra-modal optimization is followed by inter-modal optimization, which cross-transfers intra-modal semantic structure to a joint semantic space. To address the challenge of the imperfect cross-modal alignment of paired data, our model uses a bi-directional quadruplet loss function that takes two pairs of aligned data as input and jointly optimizes the cross-modal semantic relationship and the inter-modal invariance in the joint space. The net effect is that the approach cumulatively compensates for imperfect alignments between modalities. We show that modality-wise pre-optimization of semantic space is a crucial step for learning a more discriminative joint semantic structure.
Further, in order to address the challenge of overfitting and loss of generalizability stemming from the shortage of aligned data, we integrate multi-task learning in each optimization step. Multi-task learning is inspired by the way in which humans learn as a natural activity. Specifically, people apply knowledge learned from previous tasks to help learn a new task [9] . Rather than learning representations based on a single dataset with single task, representations should become more general as more data are used to learn them. Our proposed multi-task learning approach for representation learning leverages supervised data from cross-task datasets with multiple modalities. This effectively gives the model access to a larger pool of collective data, which leads to learning a more generalized discriminative single-modal semantic space for each modality. Learning of the cross-modal representation space can, in turn, benefit from transferring such generalized intra-modal semantic structure. In our work, the learning of the weighting of individual task loss is inspired by Bayesian deep learning [10, 11] . The uncertainty of the multi-task loss is homoscedastic in nature. Since the homoscedasticity is task (or dataset) dependent, we can infer the weighting of the task loss from the observable uncertainty, which takes the form of noise.
In sum, the main contributions of this work are as follows:
1. We propose a novel shared representation space optimization strategy. The semantic space of each modality is optimized beforehand, followed by inter-modal optimization with the objective of transferring intra-modal semantic structure.
2. We integrate multi-task learning into our proposed framework to leverage multiple data sets as if they were one large data set, in order to learn a robust joint semantic representation for video, image and text.
3. We show that bi-directional quadruplet loss is effective at cross-modal transfer of intra-modal semantic structure.
4.
We demonstrate the effect of deep contextualized word representations [12] in cross-modal retrieval task.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We overview the related works on cross-modal retrieval and multi-task learning in Section 2. Section 3 elaborates the proposed approach. Section 4 describes the experimental setting and presents the results, amd we analyze the result on section 5. The conclusions are made in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we introduce the two lines of research that are most-closely related to our work: cross-modal retrieval and multi-task learning.
Cross-modal Retrieval

Image-Text Retrieval
The general strategy of cross-modal retrieval is to measure similarities among data of different modality or media type and to attain a representation space in which the intra-class variation is minimized, the inter-class variation is maximized, and the difference of each data pair captured from two modalities of the same class is minimized. There are Canonical correlation analysis (CCA)-based approaches [13, 1] that use the principle of learning a common space that maximizes the pairwise correlation between bi-modal pairs of data (e.g., image and text). Recently, DNN-based approaches have become popular in the research community. Inputs from different modalities are coded to obtain a shared representation through a shared layer in deep neural networks [2, 3] . Fast0Tag [14] projects an image by identifying a principal direction in the space and targeting that principal direction when learning to project the image. [15] uses noise contrastive estimation on a noisy web-scale dataset [16] to learn projection from image to word embeddings space. VSE++ [17] proposes a modified pairwise ranking loss weighted by violation caused by hard-negatives. ACMR [18] introduced adversarial loss to cross-modal retrieval to learn an embedding that is ignorant of the input modality. Cross-modal Transfer Learning [19, 20, 21] tries to leverage a auxiliary large-scale single modality dataset and transfer its semantic structure to cross-modal training.
Video-Text Retrieval
When compared to image datasets, the size of video datasets with supervised aligned captions available for cross-modal training is far from being sufficient. MSR-VTT [22] , which has the largest number of aligned captions (200,000), has only 10,000 videos. LSMDC [23] , the largest video dataset with aligned caption, has 118,081 video clips. The scale is an order of magnitude smaller when compared to image datasets. Word2VisualVec [7] projects sentences into visual space with mean squared loss under an assumption that visual space is semantically better structured. [24] uses web image search results of the input text. Other works [7, 24] uses mean-pooled features from video frames. [25] propose an LSTM with visual-semantic embedding that jointly optimizes a contextual loss to learn the relationship of words and a relevance loss to create a visual-semantic embedding space by reflecting the relationship between the semantics of the sentence and visual content. [26] learns a shared space across image, text, and sound modality by using student-teacher model and ranking loss. The work most related to ours is by Mithun et al [5] , where they propose a modified bi-directional pairwise ranking loss and multi-modal features by leaning deep representations for object-text and activity-text subtasks and applying fusion strategy. Different from theirs, our input feature is a combination of object, activity, and sound feature and we learn a single shared space between visual and text modality. We also apply
Multi-task Learning
In much previous work, a neural network is trained on a large dataset first and then fine tuned on smaller ones for specific tasks. For an industrial or practical use cases, having a single model that can perform well on datasets from many different domain is very important. Multi-task learning (MTL) has been successfully used across many applications of machine learning [27] to address the above-mentioned issues: loss of generalizability and shortage of annotated datasets. A growing amount of recent work has shown the effectiveness of multi-task learning for representation learning in many domains including computer vision [11, 28, 29] , NLP [30, 31, 32] and other domains [27, 33, 19] . Improved generalization comes from leveraging domain-specific information in the training data of related tasks [9] . MTL biases the model to prefer representations that other tasks also prefer [34, 31, 30, 28, 33, 29] .
The scope of multi-task learning can be very broad. As long as the model optimizes more than a single loss function, such as when optimizing ranking loss and contrastive loss together, it is implicitly doing MTL. In cross-modal retrieval domain, Huang et al. [19] integrates ranking loss and contrastive loss for modeling cross-modal semantic similarity. Wang et al. [18] uses weighted loss consisting of inter-modal triplet loss, intra-modal contrastive loss, and adversarial loss as another implicit MTL.
However, applying multi-task learning is not trivial. For instance, naively combining different datasets would not be effective as some concepts or labels are biased and represented with more examples, while some datasets are noisier than others due to the inherent nature of the source, varying quality of annotators, etc. How to weigh different loss functions is one of several challenges we face when applying MTL. [11] proposes to use uncertainty to weigh losses in MTL by learning another noise parameter that is integrated in the loss function for each task. This makes it possible to use multiple tasks, possibly regression and classification, and to bring all losses to the same scale.
The main novelty of our work that differentiates us is that we utilize three modalities-video, image, and text-to simultaneously optimize intra-modal and inter-modal semantic structure using uncertainty-based weighting to handle loss scale issue between datasets and tasks.
PROPOSED APPROACH
Problem Formulation
In our work, we use three modalities but this can be extended to any number of modalities. For the sake of simplicity, and without losing generality, we show detailed formulation of handling video and text pairs.
Let V " rv 1 , v 2 , ..., v n s P R dvˆn be a collection of video features, and T " rt 1 , t 2 , ..., t n s P R dtˆn be the associated text features where v i and t i form an input pair and d v and d t are the dimensions of the video and text features, respectively. Datasets with supervised semantic labels have a label vector denoted as y i " ry i1 , y i2 , ..., y iC s P R C , where c P C denotes semantic label class where
Our objective is to learn a shared representation space where the semantic similarity between projected features from V and T can be directly compared with some distance metric in the learned space.
Intra-modal Representation Space Optimization
We first optimize each modality's semantic structure before optimizing cross-modal shared representation space. Siamese and triplet networks have shown to be useful for learning mappings from image to a compact Euclidean space where distances correspond to a measure of similarity [35, ?] . Embeddings trained in such way can be used as features vectors for classification or few-shot learning tasks.
For the sake of simplicity, we give detailed problem formulation in image modality only. Other modalities are optimized in a similar fashion. Given an anchor image i a and its associated label vector, y a , we can find positive sample i p s.t. y a¨yp ‰ 0, and negative sample i n s.t. y a¨yn " 0. The objective is to learn embeddings such that the anchor image i a is closer to the positive example i p than it is to the negative example i n by some margin m. The loss function is formulated as:
Lpi a , i p , i n q " maxp0, m`|f pi a q´f pi p q| 2 2´| f pi a q´f pi n q| 2 2 q (1) where f p¨q denotes nonlinear projection of the input modality.
Note that the number of possible triplets grows cubically with the number of examples, and is therefore infeasible to train using all combinations. Using hard-negatives has shown to be effective in many embedding tasks [17] . For a positive pair pi a , i p q, the hardest negative sample is defined asî " arg max in Dpi a , i n q, where Dp¨,¨q is the distance between two inputs in the projected space, i.e., Dpi a , i n q " |f pi a qf pi n q| 2 2 q. The optimization of parameters of the model (θ) can be written as following:
In practice, we use a semi-hard negative sampling [17] by finding the hardest-negative sample within a mini-batch at each iteration instead of comparing against the entire training set due to computational efficiency. Semi-hard negative training has shown to provide some regularization effect as well.
Cross-modal Optimization with Bi-directional Quadruplet Loss
We have already optimized intra-modal semantic structure using triplet loss with semi-hard negative sampling, and now we optimize the inter-modal semantic structure using quadruplet loss allowing us to utilize the learned semantic similarity in the previous step. Without losing generality, we use video and text modalities to formulate the problem.
Here, we use the cosine similarity function Sp¨,¨q between two vectors in the shared space. Given a pair of videos pv i , v j q P V Ś V and their corresponding pair of text annotation pt i , t j q P T Ś T where i ‰ j, we utilize the intra-modal semantic structure within V by minimizing the distance between the difference between two similarities; similarity from t i to v i and v j , respectively, and similarity from v i to v i (itself) and v j , respectively. The intuition is that we want t i to be projected in the shared space where its semantic relationship to projections of v i and v j is similar to intra-modal relationship between v i and v j . By applying this similarly to T and using t j as the anchor, the bi-directional quadruplet loss is defined as:
where Spv, vq " 1. This can be re-written in a more intuitive form :
The loss function is pushing v i and t i together while making v i and t i to have the same similarity with v j , and pushing v j and t j together while making t i and v i to have the same similarity with t j .
Multi-task Loss
The multi-task loss function is defined as follows:
where x is a set of training data, θ is the network parameters learned by minimizing Lpq, T is the total number of tasks (or datasets). We want to optimize λ i which controls the weight of each loss. The naive approach would be to set the weighting to be equal. Much existing work uses exhaustive hyperparameter search or a heuristic approach [36] to find weights when combining multiple losses. Since we need to handle many datasets and tasks in our multi-task learning framework, it would become very expensive to find the weighting using a greedy or grid search.
Recently, Bayesian deep learning approaches [10, 11] have shown that it is possible to learn another noise parameter that is integrated into the loss function for each task. This makes it possible to bring all losses to the same scale.
The classification likelihood of a Bayesian probabilistic model output is (cross-entropy loss for classification)
where f W pxq is the output of the neural network and W is the weights on input x. σ is the observation noise. The log likelihood of Eq. 6 is
where C is the number of classes. We can derive similarly for regression loss as shown in [11] .
Converting k-Tuple Loss as Regression Loss
We can convert triplet loss and quadruplet loss to a k-way (k = 3, 4) regression loss function. Given a training dataset containing N triplets px 1 , y 1 , z 1 q, px 2 , y 2 , z´2q, ...px n , y n , z n q and their corresponding outputs pd 1 , d 2 , ...d n q, the triplet loss can be formulated as trivariate regression function as following:
where Dp¨,¨q is the distance function, r¨s`is a soft margin function, and m is the margin between embeddings.
Training Procedure
The training procedure of our framework consists of two stages: intra-modal optimization and inter-modal optimization. One of the main objectives of our method is to leverage larger number of samples from multiple datasets. Within each modality, and within each dataset, we group samples into mini-batches and merge them together in one queue Ť D t . In each epoch, we iterate minibatch b t from Ť D t and compute loss for dataset t.
In the multi-task inter-modal optimization stage, we use mini-batch based stochastic gradient descent to learn the parameters of all the shared layers and dataset-specific layers as shown in Algorithm 1. First, similar to intra-modal optimization, samples from each dataset are packed into minibatches. Then we pack these mini-batches into a chunk so that each chunk has one mini-batch from each dataset. In each iteration, we go through mini-batches in each chunk, and the model parameters are updated by weighted sum of loss. As an ablation study, we also train the model by jointly optimizing intra-modal and inter-modal loss, training with triplet loss instead of quadruplet loss for inter-modal optimization; and without multi-task learning. 
Compute Weighted Loss : LpΘq = Eq. 1 8: Compute gradient: ∇pΘq 9:
Update model parameters : Θ " Θ´ ∇pΘq 10: for t in 1, 2, ..., T do Ź Prepare the data for inter-modal opt. with T datasets 11: Pack the dataset t into mini-batch D t 12: for epoch in 1, 2, ..., epoch max do 13: 
Compute Weighted Loss: LpΘq
15:
LpΘq " Eq. 4 16: Compute gradient: ∇pΘq 17:
Update model parameters: Θ " Θ´ ∇pΘq
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Datasets
We perform our experiments on four images and two video datasets widely used in the related work and for benchmarking. We summarize the characteristics of the image-text datasets and video-text datasets and give an overview in Table 1 
Input Feature Representation
Next, we present our features, providing brief descriptions.
Text Features For initial input embedding, recent work uses pre-trained dense word embeddings, such as fast-Text [43] . Recently released pre-trained neural models such as ELMo [44] and BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformer) [12] have shown impressive results on how well models can handle various language-based tasks. Traditional word embeddings provide context-free embeddings (static) whereas ELMo or BERT gives contextualized embeddings (dynamic). For instance, given two sentences, "Am I supposed to wear a belt with a suit?", "We found a new asteroid belt", FastText would give the same embedding for the word belt in both sentences whereas BERT will give different ones depending on the context. We used BERT [12] to encode our text annotations, and compare its performance against FastText which is a static embedding. We take the second-to-last hidden layer of all of the tokens in the sentence and do average pooling for sentence level embedding. For an image-text pair that has multiple sentences, its document-level embedding is obtained by average pooling over sentence-level embeddings. We use second-to-last layer instead of the last one, as the last layer may be biased because of its proximity to the target functions (masked language model and next sentence prediction) during the pre-training of the model.
Image Features
We used a convolutional neural network (CNN) pre-trained on ImageNet dataset to encode images. For extracting features from images, off-the-shelf pre-trained networks [45] have been widely used. These features [46] to encode activity depicted in videos and mean-pooled global average layer of ResNet-101 from frames as object feature. We also extract audio features using attention neural networks [47] trained on two million samples (527 classes) of Audio Set [48] . The dimension of the audio feature is 128. In this work, we use the fusion of activity, object and audio features as an video input embedding.
Network Architecture
Sub-networks convert input feature representations from each modality (text, image, and video) to representations of the same dimensions, and this shared representation layer is used as input to the metric learning network. For encoding the image, we take CNN feature and use two fully connected layers. Concatenated fusion of activity, object, and audio feature goes through two fully connected layers. Average pooled input text representation goes through one fully connected layer.
Implementation Details
Our implementation used PyTorch [49] . Representations are indexed with FAISS [50] with 'IndexFlatL2' index class for exact nearest neighbor search with L2 distance. The model was trained with two p3.2xlarge instances (NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU). For pre-trained BERT models, we used an opensource Pytorch implementation available online 1 .
Metric
We use mean average precision (mAP) and precision@k for evaluation of Image-Text retrieval. Given a set of queries, mAP is defined as:
where Q is the number of queries in the set and AP pqq is the average precision AP pqq "
where R is the size of the retrieved result, and δpkq " 1 if the k-th result is relevant, otherwise 0. P pkq is the precision of the result at k-th position. Following standard practices, a result is considered relevant to a query if at least one class label is shared between them [51] . The similarity between the query and each test sample is computed with the cosine similarity. The intuition behind AP is to penalize models that are not able to sort true positives to lead at the top of the retrieved ranked list. We report the mAP performance of both retrieval directions, image-to-text (I Ñ T ) and text-to-image (T Ñ I).
For video-text retrieval, we adopt rank-based metric, R@K, Median Rank and Mean Rank. R@K (Recall@K) measures the percentage of test samples for which the correct result is found in the top-K retrieved points to the query. Median Rank is the median of the ground-truth results in the ranking and Mean Rank is the mean rank of all correct results. XMediaNet  IÑT  TÑI  IÑT  TÑI  IÑT  TÑI  IÑT  TÑI  Wang et Table 3 . mAP comparison with existing image-text retrieval methods. Sta. Embedding and Sta. denotes the use of static text embedding [43] , Dyn. Embedding and Dyn. denotes the use of dynamic text embedding [12] , and Pre-opt. denotes pre-optimization of intra-modal semantic space
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Results
Image-Text Retrieval Results In Table. 3, we compare our approach with existing image-text retrieval approaches [51, 18, 40] on Wikipedia and NUS-WIDE dataset. Our approach with combinations of either the static or dynamic embedding, pre-optimization and multi-task learning shows better performance in image-to-text (IÑT) retrieval task on Wikipedia and NUS-WIDE dataset, and in text-to-image (TÑI) retrieval task on NUS-WIDE dataset. No single setup outperforms on every task and datasets. Peng et al [40] showed better score on Wikipedia dataset in text-to-image retrieval task. Video-Text Retrieval Results In Table. 4, we compare our approach with three existing video-text retrieval approaches [26, 24, 5] along with a baseline approach (meanpooled ResNet). On MSR-VTT dataset, our approach with a combination of dynamic embedding, pre-optimization and multi-task learning outperforms all existing works in both video-to-text and text-to-video retrieval task. On MSVD dataset, our approach performs better or equally well with existing works on both video-to-text and text-to-video retrieval task, except for Recall@1 metric on video-to-text task.
The effect of multi-task learning, and optimization strategy is discussed below in Section 5.
DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss how the specific aspects of our experimental results support the contributions of the paper, which were given in Section 1.
Pre-optimization of intra-modal space
Pre-optimization of intra-modal space outperformed the joint optimization of modalities by a large margin in all datasets with both static and dynamic embedding for textual modality. With intra-modal pre-optimization, embeddings in each modality are maximally separated between class and clustered within class before learning the cross-modal transfer mapping. Since intra-modal discriminability is already optimized, the cross-modal transfer learning becomes easier to train as it only needs to optimize a good projection into the shared space without having to additionally optimize the discriminability of mapped items in the shared space.
It seems that the benefit of separate optimization can be maximized with many other datasets that have supervised semantic class labels that directly refers to contents. Datasets that do not have manual annotations such as YFCC100M [16] may see limited effect from using separate optimization.
Effect of bi-directional quadruplet loss for intermodal optimization
Our bi-directional quadruplet loss outperforms triplet loss in all datasets with pre-optimization of intra-modal space. It shows that our proposed quadruplet loss effectively exploits optimized intra-modal space. We try to attain a representation space which the intra-class variation is minimized, the inter-class variation is maximized, and the difference of each data pair captured from two modalities of the same class is minimized. With our two-stage optimization strategy, the first two conditions are optimized with the pre-optimization of intra-modal space, and the proposed quadruplet loss for inter-modal optimization addresses the third condition. In addition, negative effect of semantic misalignment often present in paired dataset is mitigated from pushing embeddings of two modalities from a pair to have the same similarity with embeddings of both modalities from another pair.
Multi-task learning for intra-modal semantic structure optimization
The result shows that leveraging more data with MTL consistently gives better performance. MTL helps the model to Table 4 . Comparison of video-text retrieval methods. Dyn. Embedding and Dyn. denotes the use of dynamic text embedding [12] , and Pre-opt. denotes pre-optimization of intra-modal semantic space.
generalize better when used with pre-optimization of intramodal semantic structure. The performance gain from using MTL is smaller in video-text retrieval result when compared to image-text retrieval result and the most plausible explanation is that we only used two datasets, compared to four datasets in image-text retrieval.
Effect of using dynamic text embedding with multitask learning
Neither of the text encoders (static and dynamic embedding) clearly outperformed one another, but rather each dominated in different datasets. Despite its simplicity, the simple strategy of average pooling static embeddings to encode text performed well and sometimes better than dynamic text embedding with IAPRTC-12 and NUS-WIDE as seen in Table. 3. Especially, NUS-WIDE did not benefit from using dynamic text embedding in both image-to-text and text-to-image retrieval. We believe that noisy unordered textual modality input (user annotated tags) in NUS-WIDE are not a good form of input to BERT, which typically expects a phrase or sentence.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an effective two-stage optimization strategy for learning a robust representation space for crossmodal retrieval task, and assess its effectiveness. We notice that substantial performance improvements can be obtained by pre-optimizing an intra-modal space before cross-modal transfer learning using bi-directional quadruplet loss. Multitask learning also plays a crucial role in the learning of more robust embedding by allowing the model to leverage more data. We also find that dynamic text embedding can benefit the retrieval performance when the textual modality of the data is well-formulated phrases or sentences. Our approach is able to attain competitive performance on various datasets, and in most cases outperforms the state of the art.
